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2.

t is claimed is:

A construction panel comprising:

a plurality of peripheral frame members defining a rectangular

frame; /

a plurality of stud members extending from a first portion of the

rectangular frame to/an opposite second portion of the rectangular frame,

parallel to at least one edge of the rectangular frame, and defining spaces

within the rectangular frame;

a first surface covering layer substantially covering a first surface

defined by the rectangular frame; and,

a second/surface covering layer substantially covering a second

surface definedby the rectangular frame opposite the first surface;

wherein the rectangular frame accommodates fasteners for attaching

the construction panel to adjacent structures.

The construction panel of claim 1, wherein the construction panel is pre-

>ved for compliance with building standards in at least one jurisdiction.

The construction panel of claim 1, wherein the first portion of the

ngular frame is a lower portion and the second portion of the rectangular frame

upper portion, whereby the construction panel defines a wall section.
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4. The construction panel of claim 1, wherein the first portion of the

rectangular frame is a wall-engaging portion ana the second portion is a support

engaging portion, whereby the construction pmiel defines a roof section.

5. The construction panel of claim 1, wherein the first portion of the

rectangular frame is a support engaging portion and the second portion is a support

engaging portion, whereby the construct/ion panel defines a floor/ceiling section.

6. The construction panel of claim 1, wherein the plurality of peripheral frame

members and plurality of stud members are of sufficient material strength and

frequency to provide a load bearing structure for at least one adjacent building

structure. /

7. The construction panel of claim 1, further comprising a plurality of framing

members for defining an opening in the plurality of stud members and wherein a

window, door, or skylight is reinstalled in the opening.

8. The construction panel of claim 1, further comprising a surface device and

internal connection conduiy for a building subsystem preinstalled in the

construction panel. /

9. The constructioiypanel of claim 1, further comprising a plurality of plates

and fasteners for attaching the construction panel to an adjacent building structure.

10. The construct/on panel of claim 1, wherein the rectangular frame is

approximately four feet wide from a first lateral edge to a second lateral edge.
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1 1 . The constfuptpn rianel of claim 1 , wherein the construction panel weighs

lessjbaxi pounds.

12. A method of using prefabricated construction pan^s comprising the steps

of:

preparing a pre-existing building to ac/ommodate at least one

prefabricated construction panel;

placing a first prefabricated construction panel adjacent a building

structure that defines a portion of the pre-existing building;

attaching the first prefabricated construction panel to the adjacent

building structure; and,

covering a seam defined by a surface covering layer of the first

prefabricated construction panel and the adjacent building structure.

13. The method of claim 12,ywherein the first prefabricated construction panel

comprises a plurality of peripheral frame members defining a rectangular frame, a

plurality of stud members extending from a first portion of the rectangular frame to

an opposite second portion of the rectangular frame, and at least one surface

covering layer substantially covering a surface defined by the rectangular frame.

14. The method or claim 12, wherein the step of attaching the first prefabricated

construction panel to the adjacent building structure includes locating a plate and

attaching the plate to the first prefabricated construction panel and the adjacent

building structure using fasteners.
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15. The method of claim 12, further comprising the steps of attaching a sill to a

base structure that defines a portion of the pre-existing building and attaching the

first prefabricated construction panel to the sill.

16. The method of claim 12, wherein the step of preparing the pre-existing

building includes creating an opening in a portion of the existing building of a

height and width substantially equal to a height and width of the first prefabricated

construction panel and wherein the step ofplacing includes locating the first

prefabricated construction panel within the created opening.

17. The method of claim 12, wherein the step ofplacing the first prefabricated

10 construction panel includes placing the first prefabricated construction panel within

an interior space defined by the pre-existing building.

18. The method of claim 12, further comprising the step of placing a plurality of

prefabricated construction panels adjacent the first prefabricated construction panel

and interconnecting the plurality of prefabricated construction panels and the first

1 5 prefabricated construction panel.

19. The method of claim 12, wherein the first prefabricated construction panel

includes a portion of a building subsystem, and further comprising the step of

interconnecting connecting a plurality of portions of the building subsystem.

20. Aypanelized construction system with integrated wire-based subsystems

20 comprising:
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P
system built into at least one

1 panel and electrically

>n panel and extending from the

anel, whereby a connecting

serted in the guide conduit and

irough the junction box.

10, further comprising a sill

structure and defining a

connecting wire.

10, wherein the construction

)OX.

10, wherein the surface device

re electrically connected to the

10, wherein the surface device

rality of connecting wires

re for electrically connecting to
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25. The panelized construction system of claim 20, wherein the surface device

and junction box include a subsystem control hub, arid a plurality ofconnecting

wires electrically connect to other construction panels.

26. A method of installing a panelized construction system with integrated

wire-based subsystems comprising the steps df:

positioning a construction n&nel including a surface device for a

wire-based subsystem; /

fixing the constructionpanel in place;

running a connectingAvire to the construction panel;

electrically connecting the connecting wire to the surface device

through a junction box within the construction panel; and,

electrically connecting the connecting wire to a source for the wire-

based subsystem. /

27. The method of claim 26, wherein the connecting wire is electrically

connected to the source ihrough a junction box of another construction panel.

28. The method oyclaim 26, wherein the step of running the connecting wire to

the construction panel includes inserting the connecting wire into a guide conduit at

an edge of the constriction panel.

29. The metMod of claim 26, wherein the step of running the connecting wire to

the construction panel includes placing the connecting wire in a channel defined by
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30. The method of claim 29, further comprising the step of attaching a cover

over the channel defined by the sill after the connecting wire is placed.

3 1 . The method of claim 26, further comprising the step ofjunction access,

electrical box, communication hub /

32. A panelized construction system witM an integrated mechanical subsystem

comprising: /

a first conduit for a mechanical subsystem built into a first

construction panel and extending to a first edge of the first construction

panel; /

a surface device for the mechanical subsystem built into the first

construction panel and mnctionally connected to the first conduit; and

a source for the mechanical subsystem functionally connected to the

first conduit at the first edge of the first construction panel.

33. The panelized construction system of claim 32, wherein a plurality of

additional construction panels each include an additional conduit and the additional

conduits are functionally connected with the first conduit of the first construction

panel and the source for the mechanical subsystem.

34. The panelizeu construction system of claim 32, further comprising a second

construction paneywith a second conduit extending to a second edge of the second

construction panel and wherein the second construction panel is positioned adjacent

the first construction panel such that the first conduit and second conduit are
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functionally connected where the first edge if the first construction panel meets the

second edge of the second construction panel. /

35. The panelized construction system of claim 32, further comprising a second

conduit for the mechanical subsystem within the first/construction panel, extending

to the first edge of the first construction panel, and /functionally connected to the

source. /

36. The panelized construction system of c/aim 32, wherein the source for the

mechanical subsystem is an HVAC unit. /

37. The panelized construction system/of claim 36, wherein the source for the

mechanical subsystem is an outdoor unit and includes a second conduit functionally

connected to the outdoor unit and thevfirst conduit of the first construction panel.

38. The panelized construction s/ystem of claim 32, wherein the first conduit of

the first construction panel extends to a second edge of the first construction panel.

39. A method of installing a/panelized construction system with integrated

mechanical subsystems comprising the steps of:

positioning ^first construction panel including a surface device for a

mechanical subsystem and a first conduit from the surface device to an edge

of the first construction panel;

fixing {ne construction panel in place;
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engaging a second conduit to the first conduit A the edge of the first

construction panel, whereby the second conduit functionally connects the

first conduit to a source for the mechanical subsystem.

40. The method of claim 39, further comprising the* steps of positioning and

fixing a plurality of adjacent building panels and engaging a plurality of conduits at

the edges of the plurality of adjacent panels to fiii^ctionally connect the conduits to

the source for the mechanical subsystem.

41 . The method of claim 39, wherein the c/onstruction panel includes a plurality

of conduits, each conduit extending to the fjrst edge, and further comprising the

10 step of engaging a plurality of other conddits to the construction panel conduits at

the first edge to functionally connect tfye construction panel conduits to the source

for the mechanical subsystem.

42. The method of claim 39, wherein the second conduit is preinstalled in an

exterior construction panel and tpe second conduit extends to an outside source for

1 5 the mechanical subsystem.

43. A panelized construction system for a commercial or industrial building

module comprising:

a plurality of prefabricated wall panels;

a plurality of prefabricated roof panels;

20 a plurality of fasteners for attaching adjacent wall and roof panels to

one another; and,
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a building module configuration defining placement and attachment

of the plurality of wall panels and the plurality of roof panels.

44. The panelized construction system of claim 43, wherein the plurality of wall

panels include external wall panels comprising/a frame, insulation, an interior

surface covering material, and a first exterio/ surface covering material.

45. The panelized construction systen/of claim 44, wherein the external wall

panels further comprise a second exterior surface covering material.

46. The panelized construction system of claim 43, wherein the plurality of wall

panels include internal wall panels'comprising a frame, a first surface covering

layer disposed on a first side ofa frame, and a second surface covering layer

disposed on a second side ofme frame.

47. The panelized construction system of claim 43, wherein the plurality of wall

panels and plurality ofroof panels are pre-approved for compliance with building

standards in at least onejurisdiction.

48. The panelized/construction system of claim 43, further comprising a

plurality of floor papels.

49. The panelized construction system of claim 43, further comprising a

plurality of ceiling panels.

50. The panelized construction system of claim 43, wherein the plurality of wall

panels include a pre-installed bearing ledger.
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5 1 . The panelized construction system of claim 43, Mther comprising a

mechanical building subsystem pre-installed in at leas/one of the wall panels or

roof panels.

52. The panelized construction system of clairfi 43, further comprising a wire-

based building subsystem pre-installed in at lea^x one of the wall panels or roof

panels.

53. The panelized construction system of claim 43, further comprises panelized

exterior features.

54. The panelized construction systeAi of claim 43, wherein the building

1 0 module configuration defines a plurality of modular bays.

55. A method of constructing a commercial or industrial building module

comprising the steps of:

preparing a base structure according to a building module

configuration; /

/

1 5 positioning a plurality of wall panels above the base structure;

attaching the plurality of wall panels to the base structure;
/

attaching each of the plurality of wall panels to an adjacent wall

panel;

positioning a plurality of roof panels above the wall panels; and,

20 attaching the plurality of roof panels to the at least a portion of the

plurality of wall panels.

;'

/
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56. The method of claim 55, further comprising the steps of positioning a

plurality of floor panels and attaching the floor panels to at least a portion of the

plurality of wall panels.

57. The method of claim 55, further comprising the steps of positioning a

5 plurality of ceiling panels and attaching the ceiling panels to at least a portion of the

wall panels.

58. The method of claim 55, wherein the plurality ofwall panels include a

plurality of first story wall panels and a plurality of second story wall panels, the

plurality of first story wall panels are attached to the base structure, and the

10 plurality of second story wall panels are attached to at least a portion of the first

story wall panels.

59. The method of claim 55, wherein some of the wall panels or roof panels

include a portion of a pre-installed mechanical subsystem and further comprising

the step of connecting the portions of the pre-installed mechanical subsystem.

15 60. The method of claim 55, wherein some of the wall panels or roof panels

include a portion of a pre-installed wire-based subsystem and further comprising

the step of connecting the portions of the pre-installed wire-based subsystem.

61 . The method of claim 55, further comprising the steps of positioning a

panelized exterior feature and attaching the panelized exterior feature to the wall

20 panels or the roof panels.
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